
Vegas Summative Rubric 

1. Music Bed for duration of video 

2. The audio has a clear sound & does not excessively redline and/or distort 

3. At least 12 full screen pictures - no letterboxing in final product (1920 x 1040 pixels), all PNGs 

4. At least 12 pictures have panning and/or cropping motion (Ken Burns Effect) 

5. There are at least 10 transitions and/or fades between the pictures being used as "A-roll". 

6. At least 4 animated gifs, on transparent backgrounds, are used in another track as "B-rolls" (like the 
animated animals in Project 1).  These fade or come in with a transition 

7. All animated gifs are panned so that they do not appear "dead center" in the video & do not block 
important details of the "A-roll" 

8. At least 3 text-overs, all standing out from the background and readable 

9. All text fades in or uses a transition -- no text appears as a "cut" or just appearing suddenly 

10. Students name appears as a “bug”, semitransparent, placed out-of the main video content using the 
graphic w/chroma key we made for Project 1 

 

8 or 9 of above = 4,    6-7=3,    4-2=2,    1-2=1,    0=Nothing Turned In 
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